
Casio mobile devices, together with software & support packages 
from our UK network of partners deliver performance, quality and 
reliability to meet the exacting demands of the retail sector.

Mobile CoMputing
teChnology  
for retail



The IT-9000 series is the ideal hand-held 
terminal for applications that require on the 
spot printing, such as tickets and receipts 
for mobile retail transactions, delivery 
confirmation, shelf-edge labelling in a retail 
store. its tough construction makes the it-9000 
particularly suited to outdoor applications.

printing on continuous roll paper or labels, either 
58mm or 80mm wide, at a high speed of up 
to 28 lines per second, the it-9000 can print 
a wide range of text styles, bitmaps and also 
several types of barcode symbology. the it-9000 
features a 3.7” Vga blanview lCD with touch 
panel that delivers excellent visibility both indoors 
and outdoors, yet consumes far less power than 
conventional lCDs.

the it-9000 has a multitude of communication 
options. Wifi and bluetooth version 2.0 are built-in 
as standard. Wireless Wan including hSDpa, 
uMtS, eDge and gSM / gpS is available on 
several models in the it-9000 range. all versions 
ship with built in nfC technology, whilst a 2D 
CMoS barcode scanner is available on most

for Chip and pin transactions, the it-9000 will 
work with a number of popular mobile pin entry 
Devices (peDs) and Casio have relationships with 
some of the industry’s leading mobile payment 
providers. With an ip54 rating and a drop 
withstand of 1.5m, the it-9000 makes outdoor 
mobile payment applications achievable all year 
round. Whether selling tickets for coach tours, 
visitor attractions or other outdoor events, the  
it-9000 gives businesses the ability to be pro-
active about selling tickets!

it-9000
tough pDa with integrated printer

  outdoor ticketing
  Mobile poS
  Queue busting
  1.5m drop. ip54

NFC

for more information please visit casio.co.uk/retail or call 020 8450 9131



freshways supply milk and dairy products to 
wholesale, manufacturing and retail customers 
from their busy processing plant in acton, West 
london. in the past, freshways delivery drivers 
used to complete and issue a two-part delivery 
note, with manual input at the end of a shift. 
this was an intensive process open to potential 
for input errors.

they now use the Casio it-9000, with drivers 
logging onto the device with a contactless nfC 
smart card. the device’s gpS function is used 
to guide drivers through their daily round in 
real time and the movement of both delivered 
and returned stock is accurately maintained 
using the built-in barcode scanner. receipts 
confirming each delivery/collection are printed for 
customers using the it-9000, and any damaged 
goods are recorded using the onboard digital 

camera. all actions are reported to head office 
in real time via 3g connection. freshways have 
benefitted from considerable improvements in 
efficiency as a result of the implementation of 
it-9000, with the eradication of the majority of 
human error resulting in fewer queries and faster 
payment from their customers. 

benefits of using the i-t9000 include:
  faster payment
  improved efficiency
  printed receipts
   accurate stock updates

for more information please visit casio.co.uk/retail or call 020 8450 9131



it-300
rugged pDa

  front- of-store applications
  large 3.7” screen
  barcode laser scanner

NFC

The IT-300 PDA is the 
ideal handheld device 
for retailers who need 
information at their 
fingertips, as well as 
the ability to share 
information with team 
members who are 
constantly on the move.

Small enough to slip 
into a shirt pocket, this 
industrial pDa features 

a blanview® lCD so that text and images are 
clear and easy to read in any environment. 

the web browser and built in document viewer 
are controlled by one-touch technology which 
means users can turn pages and zoom in and 
out, effortlessly, reading documents in a variety 
of formats, including pDf, Microsoft Word®, 
Microsoft excel® and Microsoft powerpoint®.

Suitable for a wide range of applications – from 
warehouse management to staff communications, 
the it-300 is a slim, lightweight device that is 
tough enough to withstand the rigours of a busy 
working environment. it is dust and splash proof 
in accordance with ip54, will work in temperatures 
ranging from -20°C to +50°C and can even 
survive drops from 1.5m onto concrete.

for more information please visit casio.co.uk/retail or call 020 8450 9131



fashion retailer uniqlo uses the it-300 extensively 
within its stores. uniqlo release several hundred 
new products every season, with each one 
having many variations of colour and size. uniqlo 
wanted a device that presented a smart phone 
appearance, that was rugged enough for the 
challenging retail shop-floor environment with the 
inevitable daily knocks and occasional drop to 
the floor during use, and has a battery capable 
of running for a full retail day without the need for 
charging. the Casio it-300 was selected and is 
now used for:

  employee’s daily clock in-out time management
  a uniqlo product handbook
  inventory check across a network of stores
  real-time sales data for any user-defined period 
  price checking and price look up (plu)
  order management and stock returns

it has been estimated that store sales have 
increased by 7%, due to better customer service 
with the help of the it-300 hand-held terminals.

for more information please visit casio.co.uk/retail or call 020 8450 9131



The DT-X8 has been designed as an ideal 
solution for multiple operations within the 
retail store and in the warehouse. 

With an ultra-rugged design, the Dt-X8 is tough 
enough to cope with virtually any working 
environment; light and compact enough for 
in store, yet perfect for use in dusty places, 
low-temperature warehouses or even outside 
in a loading bay, where they are subject to all 
weathers and rugged handling.

With a choice of laser or CMoS (2D) scan engines 
and the option of nfC technology the Dt-X8 is 
also very compact and benefits from carefully 
thought out ergonomics, making the device easy 
to hold and operate. barcode scanning is easy 
thanks to three scanner trigger keys and the key 
pad design enables error-free data entry, even 
when wearing gloves. furthermore, the high 
contrast 2.7” display provides important operator 
interaction in almost any lighting conditions. 

Jones bootmaker has been established since 
1857 and has over 80 branches throughout the 
uK. the Casio Dt-X8 was chosen after testing 
a number of alternatives against their existing 
devices. Durability, reliability, speed, price and 
after sales service were all key requirements. 
the previous devices were slow and had a lot 
of Wlan reception issues. on occasion, this 
made it difficult to ensure the stores had enough 
handhelds to meet staffing requirements.

Staff like the units, the clarity of the screen has 
been excellent, training has been straight forward 
and the Dt-X8 devices are very easy to use. 
With the device previously used, repair bills were 
extremely high and maintenance contracts costly. 
Since selecting Casio, Jones bootmaker have 
benefitted from a substantially reduced cost of 
ownership due to the ruggedness and reliability 
of the Dt-X8.

Dt-X8
rugged terminal

  Warehousing
  retail
  Manufacturing
  3m drop. ip67

NFC

for more information please visit casio.co.uk/retail or call 020 8450 9131



The new Casio V-T500 tablet is unique; having a 
slim and stylish design weighing only 730 grams, 
with a high performance tough construction.

it is both smart and tough, designed for business 
and industrial use. Within the retail environment, 
V-t500 will typically be used as a solution for; 
consultative selling, market research, order taking 
and even mobile payment.

the extensive battery life of up to 12 hours 
makes this tablet suitable for long shifts with 
multiple users.  furthermore, the inclusion of 
a field replaceable  battery pack means that 
even if the battery is exhausted, it can simply 
be replaced with a charged one, facilitating 
potential 24/7 availability. the V-t500 is resistant 

to 1 metre drops onto concrete and is rated 
ip54, ideal for outside use, even with the british 
weather. the 10.1” high contrast lCD display has 
been designed for viewing under a wide variety of 
lighting conditions – even direct sunlight. 

the V-t500 is available with Wifi and W-Wan 
connectivity, ensuring that information exchange 
can take place whenever and wherever needed. 
With the inclusion of uSb client/host, bluetooth 
and hDMi, V-t500  also provides straight-forward 
connectivity to external peripherals. the inclusion 
of built-in nfC technology together with front and 
rear-facing 5Mp digital cameras further enhances 
the flexibility of V-t500, whilst  ethernet lan 
connectivity is available via the optional desk 
charging and communications cradle. 

V-t500
tough and Smart android tablet

  assisted selling
  Mobile poS
  Market research
  1m drop, ip54 rated

NFC Cloud Solution

for more information please visit casio.co.uk/retail or call 020 8450 9131



Casio partner, pMC has developed a solution that 
gives retailers the ability to enable their store, web 
and future applications to be used in a customer 
present environment on mobile devices. bringing 
mobility into the store gives all staff the ability to sell 
the retailer’s entire inventory practively, converting 
footfall into business. the solution, called Store 
enabler, uses the Casio V-t500 tough tablet as the 
main customer-facing sales tool, allowing the sales 
staff to assist customers 
through the sales process 
up to and including closing 
the sale with a card holder 
present transaction.

pMC chose the V-t500 because, in the words of 
their Chairman, paul Mason “We wanted to make 
sure that Store Enabler launched with out of the 
box integration to a class leading tablet computer. 
We believe that the V-T500 is perfect for the retail 
environment, brilliantly combining usability and a 
subtle but effective rugged design. Casio was an 
obvious choice for a launch partner.”

for more information please visit casio.co.uk/retail or call 020 8450 9131


